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I. OBJEC7IVE

The objective of this study is to investigate and quantify the sensitivity of component
PKH's (probabilities of kill given a hit) to attack direction and variation in several inputs of
the PKHDOC component vulnerability model, and to determine which elements in the
model require detailed, accurate representation.

II. BACKGROUND

One of the necessary inputs for a detailed "point-burst" methodology* for analytically
estimating the vulnerability of a target is a method for predicting the probability of
rendering a component nonfunctional ("killing" the component), given that it is subjected to
some damage mechanism.

The most satisfying method, and potentially the most accurate one, of developing these
conditional kill probabilities (PKH's) for components is by experiment. Unfortunately, this
is not possible because of the tremendous expense in terms of quantity of components
required, manpowr, financial resources, and, perhaps most of all, the time required.

Realizing these constraints, a number of years ago the Ballistic Research Laboratory
(BRL) developed an analytical method of estimating component PKH's. The method relies
heavily on the component evaluator's engineering background and experience based on field
tests in which fragments were fired against targets similar in design and material to the
components to be analyzed. Also, the method involves predicting the residual mass and
velocity of an impacting fragment after it has perforated a plate of known material. The
evaluator must know how a component performs its function and how it can be rendered

nonfunctional.

Presently, impacting fragments are considered to be the source of killing damage. The

damage ascribed to each component when struck by a single fragment is considered to be a
function of the fragment's shape, mass, and speed at impact, all of which are assumed to be
known from prior computations based upon terminal ballistics submodels.

A vulnerability analysis of a target of inteest, e.g., the M48A1 Tank, is begun by
identifying the essential target systems and considering the components which form each
system. Those components whose functions are necessary to the continued operation of
any of the essential target systems are termed critical components.

Detailed information about the critical components is obtained by the component
evaluator if it is available. (When detailed information is not available, the evaluator must
rely on best estimates, his experience, and his engineering judgments). This information
includes the six faces of a component which are obtained by projection of the component
onto the six faces of an enclosing box (Figure 1). This allows the three-dimensional
component to be represented by a set of six two-dimensional faces. (Currently, the PKH
model treats all components as having six faces, with each basic face subjected to attack
from 00 and from 450 obliquities only). Generally, the entire presented area of a

"Sometimes referred to as "mmponent level methodology."
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component is not susptible to killing damag by ,he mechanism being considered; that
part which is susceptible is defined as the sensitive area. The kill requirement for a
component is then defined in terms of a minimum hole size in the sensitive area that will
kill the component. (The evaluator, in predicting this minimum hole, draws upon his
background and experience to estimate the fracture, breaking, lodging, electrical shorting,
shock, or whatever effect he believes would have resulted from the impact of the predicted
fragment). Between the outer surface of the component and the sensitive area within, a
number of functionally inert barriers may exist. These barriers are taken into account by
specifying their thickness and material composition.

The PKH for a critical component is defined as the probability of rendering the A
component nonfunctional given it is subjected to some damage mechanism. The PKHDOC
Computer Program provides a method for computing the PKH's for the various critical
components of a target. The methodology employed in this program is applicable to attacks
by penetrators such as fragments, bullets, or flechettes; it is not directly applicable to
damage mechanisms such as blast, shock, or flame.

The program considers fragment penetrators of selected masses, impacting at velocities
betweer a specified minimum and maximum at intervals of 100 feet per second. Using the
THOR' penetration equations and the input data for the component which identifies the
barriers to be penetrated before the sensitive area of the component is entered, the program
computes the residual mass and velocity of the fragment after each barrier is penetrated.
This computation continues until the fragment is defeated or the sensitive area is
penetrated.

Upon penetration of the sensitive area, the size of the hole made by the fragment is
computed, and a determinmion is made as to whether or not the component has been
rendered nonfunctional.

The PKH for each fragment mass and velocity is computed as the ratio of the amount of
sensitive area killed by these fragments to the total presented area of the component. (The
computed PKH is a weighted average over all expected attack directions. This results in a
single PKH for the component which is independent of attack direction.)

In this manner, the PKH for each fragment mass and velocity combination is computed,
and these results are presented in tables. However, the primary result is a pair of functions
(GENREG and MAXFIT regression curve fits to the computed tables) which are used
together to compute the PKH given the mass and velocity of the impacting fragment.

For a more comprehensive discussion of the PKHI3  methodology, the reader is
referred to "Documentation of PK/H Computer Program."

Resstanc f Vanous Metallic Maerials to Perforation by Steel Fragema , Emirical Rd ationships for
Fmgun Rezidual Veloiry and Restduai Wdgk (U), Project THOR Technical Report No. 47, Institute for
Cooperative Research, Ballistic Analysis LAboratory, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, April

Armament Systms, Inc., Documemaon frPK/H Conva* P'oram, Anaheim. CA, November 1974.
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III. APPROACH

The PKHDOC program currently (August 1978) in use by the BRL for assessing the
vulnerability of armored vehicle components was modified to allow changes to be made
easily to component kill requirements (hole diameters), sensitive areas, and material
thicknesses. In addition, modifications we made to allow for computing PKH's for
individual component faces and to provide additional PKH output from the present curve
fitting routines.

Initial sensitivity studies we conducted on a single M48AI Tank component which was
considered to be critica to the mobility function of the tank. This component was of a
nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type and consisted of several faces which differed in
material type, material thickness, number of barriers, and presented and sensitive areas.
The modified PKHDOC program was then exercised for the selected component to obtain
output data on the following:

A. Semntwty to Attack Dretion

How do the PKH's vary between the individual component faces? How do these PKH's
compare with both the avemage" component PKH and the PKH derived from the curve
fitting routines currently in use?

EL Serity to Fragnmet pe Factor

How do the computed PKH's vary when the shape factor of the impacting spall
fragment is changed?

C. S tnsity to Enginewng Judunts

How do the PKH's change with variations in the kill criterion (hole diameter), sensitive
area, and material thickness? How do these PKH variations compare with the "average*
component PKH's and the PKH's derived from the curve fitting routines currently in use?

IV. SENSITIVITY TO ATrACK DIRECTION

A. Method

An M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler was selected as a test component
representative of a nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type component with differences
among several faces in material type, number of barriers, material thickness sensitive and
presented areas, and hole diameter required to kill the component. This component was
considered by the evaluator to be "critical' to the tank's mobility function since its loss
vmuld result in a complete loss of tank mobility (Mobility Kill) due to transmission and/or
engine failure from oil starvation. The input data for this component are listed in Table 1.*

* The PKHDOC program is written to accept inputs in Enlish unis, and the remulting PKH's are
tabulated for velocity steps in multiples of 100 ft/sec. As a result, this report will express inputs and
results in Enslish units with occasioml parenthetical refeenc to equivalent metric units.

12
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The selection of fragment masses and velocities was based on available representative
data for behind-armor debris (spall) for shaped chare and kinetic energy penetrators. The
mass/velocity ranges selected were believed to include about 90% of the expected
combinations. present in the spell distribution. The maximum velocity selected was 5000
ft/sec (1524 m/s). The selected spall masses are listed in Table 2. This narrow mass range
vas also selected in order to minimize step increments to get a better feel for PKH changes
due to input variations, (e.g., shape factor, hole size) and to reduce the range over which
the curve fit routines are utilized (to reduce curve fit errors).

TABLE 1. Component Data for Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler, M48A1 Tank

Barrier 1 Barrier 2
Material Material

Kill Hole Number Type/ Type/ Presented/
Diameter of Thickness Thickness Sensitive

Face (inches) Barriers (inches) (inches) Area(sq inches)

1 0.09 1 7/0.01 265.7/247.4

2 0.09 2 1/0.10 7/0.01 419.1/134.8

2 0.20 2 1/0.10 7/0.01 419.1/269.6

3 0.20 1 7/0.01 265.7/247.4

4 0.09 2 1/0.10 7/0.01 419.1/134.8

4 0.20 2 1/0.10 7/0.01 419.1/269.6

5 0.09 1 1/0.10 150.0/46.6

5 0.20 1 1/0.10 150.0/93.2

6 0.09 1 1/0.10 150.0/46.6

6 0.20 1 1/0.10 150.0/93.2

Material type 1 - mild steel
Material type 7 - copper

13



TABLE 2. Fhment M Selected as PKHDOC Input

Fragment Mass Fragmen Mass

(grais) (grams (gais (grams)

0.01 0.001 8.0 0.52

0.05 0.003 10.0 0.65

0.10 0.006 12.0 0.78

0.50 0.03 14.0 0.91

1.00 0.06 16.0 1.04

2.00 0.13 18.0 1.17

3.00 0.19 20.0 1.30

4.00 0.26 40.0 2.59

5.00 0.32 60.0 3.89

6.00 0.39 80.0 5.18

The PKHDOC program was exorcised and the average PKH's computed for the
component (eighted average PKH over all six component faces). The program was next
used to compute the PKH for each face of the component and the results compared with
the average PKH's and with PKH's from the GENREG/MAXFIT curves. In the PKHDOC
program, the GENREG and MAXFIT regression curve coefficients are generated for use in
the point-burst model to predict component PKH for any mass/velocity combination.
GENREG provides a curve which gives component PKH as a function of fragment
momentum per average presented area of the fragment. This curve is obtained by a
regression fit of fragment MV/A (M - mass, V - velocity, A - average presented area)
to PKH for all cases in which the computed PKH's are non-zero. MAXEIT produces a
curve which gives the maximum component PKH attanable for any fragment mass and is
used to limit the GENREG PKH values. One GENREG ani one MAXF1T curve is
produced by PKHDOC for each component, and these two curves are utilized in the point-
burst model to produce the component PKH as a function of striking fragment mass and
velocity. The component PKH is the minimum PKH of the two curves
('GENREG/MAXFIT Curve Combination'). In this study the GENREG and MAXFIT
curves (one set of coeffiients for each curve) were obtained for the mass/velocity range
specified above. Then a specjk mass was selected, and a PKH curve plotted (derived
curve) as a function of velocity from the results of the GENREG/MAXFIT curve
combination. This resulting "derived curve' will be referred to as "curve.'

14



PKH's were computed for the commonly used nmdom artiley, fragit shape factor,
.0145, and the spherical fragment shape factor, .0077 (inches'/grhins). Both shape
factors are for steel fragments.

B. Reults

The results are presented in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a-q) PKH is plotted as a function of
velocity for specific fragment masses ranging from 0.5 to 80.0 grains. PKH's for individual
faces are identified by the face number. The PKH averaged over all faces (independent of
attack direction) is identified as "AVE." The PKH derived from the GENREG/MAXFIT
curve combination is identified as "CURVE." This "curve* shows how well the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve combination (which covers PKH for all masses) represents the
PKH's for the specific mass selected. The results in Figure 2 are only for the .0145 shape
factor, a comparison of shape factor results will be presented later.

In Figure 2f it will be noted that for a fragment with a mass of 5.0 grains with a velocity
of 500 ft/sec the computed average PKH (AVE) is .30 and the PKH from the curve fit
(curve) is 0.0. In fact the component has four faces which are not vulnerable to this
fragment mass/velocity combination and two faces which have a PKH of over .90. For a
14.0-grain fragment (Figure 2k) with a velocity of 3900 ft/sec, the average PKH (AVE) and
curve fit PKH (CURVE) are in good agreement (=.48). However, this mass/velocity
combination has a computed PKH of .94 for two faces and only .25 for the four other faces.
Similar face-to-face PKH variations can be seen throughout the data in Figure 2.

These results indicate that for this component it is very important to consider the attack
direction since the PKH varies considerably between component faces. If it was determined
that 95% of the spall fragments from a given shaped charge had masses of 3.0 grains or less,
then it will be noted (Figure 2a-d) that this component would never have a PKH greater
than .32 from the curve fit. However, one face of the component actually has a PKH of
over .92 for most of the mass/velocity combinations from 0.5 to 3.0 grains. If this
component's vulnerable face were positioned in the tank such that it was impossible for
spall to hit it, e.g., against the engine block, then the curve fit PKH would be acceptable
(due to chance?). On the other hand, if that face were oriented such that it could be easily
struck by spall, then consideration of the PKH's for each individual face would provide a
more realistic and accurate vulnerability prediction. This component's sensitivity to attack
direction is also important when it comes to vulnerability reduction. The face of the
component which must be spall shielded/hardened or reoriented to increase survivability
could be accurately determined.

As seen in Figure 2, the "CURVES" do not fit the "AVE' computed PKH's very well,
indicating that for this component fragment MV/A does not correlate well with component
PKH. Figures 3 and 4 are plots of the GENREG and MAXFIT curves for this component
for fragment shape factor .0145. In these figures the "X" represents a data point (calculated
from the tabulated PKH data) and the " represents a point on the regression curve fit to
the X's. The scatter in the data shown in Figure 3 indicates that fragment MV/A does not
well represent component PKH. (NOTE. Some of the X's represent multiple data points
which appear as one point on the plot). In Figure 4 it will be noted that the MAXFIT
curve prevents the PKH from reaching 1.0 even though several data points predict a PKH
of 1.0.
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Fig. 2(e) - 4.0 Grains
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Fig. 2(g) - 6.0 Grains
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Fig 2(i) - 10.0 Grains
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Fig,. 2(m) - 18.0 Grains
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In Figures 5 and 6 the GNREG and MAXFIT regression curves are presented for this
component when struck by a fragment with shape factor .0077. It will be noted that there is
even more scatter in the MV/A data in Figure 5 indicating even poorer PKH predictions for
this fragment shape factor.

The curve fit PKH's shown in Figure 2(a-q) were not very representative of the average
PKH step functions. A brief investigation of curve fits for individual face PKH's was made
and the results are presented in Figure 7. Individual "curve" fit and step function PK-'s for
each face were plotted as a function of fragment striking velocity for the 8.0- and 80.0-grain
fragments.

The results in Figure 7a indicate that the curve fits for Faces I and 3 are good and for
Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6, fair. In Figure 7b the results show again that the curve fits for Faces 1
and 3 are good; however, those for Faces 2 and 4 are not so good from 2300 to 3500 ft/sec
and those for Faces 5 and 6 are bad from 2300 to 5000 ft/sec.

The above face-to-face variation in results was based on only one component. In order
to determine how many M48A1 Tank components might be categorized as
nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical types, the PKHDOC program was used to compute the
minimum mass capable of producing a non-zero PKH (i.e., satisfy the kill hole diameter and
barrier penetration requirements) on each face of the 129 identifiable (non-redundant)
M48AI Tank components* (excluding crew members) for optimum velocities less than or
equal to 5000 ft/sec. For each component, the minimum masss calculated for each face
were averaged and the standard deviation of this average was computed. The standard
deviation, or deviation about the mean minimum fragment mass for the component, was
expressed as percent deviation about the mean. The percent deviation for the sample
component was approximately 53%. Of the 129 M48AI Tank components, 29 had
deviations of 53% or greater (53 to 238%); 16 had deviations of from 14% to 52%. The
remaining 84 components were truly homogeneous, symmetrical components with no face-
to-face variation. Figure 8 is a histogram of percent deviations about the mean minimum
mass capable of killing each face of an M48 Tank component.

C. Conclusions

Although this was a very limited study in which only one representative component was
sampled, the following conclusions have been reached.

1. Face-to-face PKH variations can be considerable for nonhomogeneous,
non.synmetrical type components. The computation of a PKH averaged over all component
faces can result in a PKH which decreases the vulnerability of the most vulnerable faces
and increases the vulnerability of the last vulnerable faces. This results in a significant
misrepresentation of the component's vulnerability to certain mass/velocity combinations
for specific attack directions. For example the Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler with PKH's

R. E. Kinsler and G. L. Durfee, "Analytical Probabilities of Kill for Compact Fragment Impact on
Components of the M48AI Tank," Ballistic Research Laboratory, Report in Preparation.
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of .92 for one face and 0.0 for its other five faces is represented by an *average" PKH of .15
irrespective of attack direction.

2. Present curve fitting routines do not do a good job of representing the PKH step
functions (averaged over all component face) for this type component. For example the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve predicts a 0.0 PKI- for the component having a .92 PKH for one
face and 0.0 PKH's for the other five faces (for a specific fragment mass/velocity
combination). (Fragment momentum per average fragment presented area (MV/A), as
presently used in the curve fitting routines, does not correlate well with PKH for
components of this type). These curve fitting routines do little better in representing the
PKH step functions for each component face, except where the PKH is constant (one step).
Presumably, if there were many small steps in the PKH functions, the curve fit would be
better.

D. Recormnendations

Our recommendations are as follows:

1. Investigations should commence to determine the feasibility of modifying the current
point-burst model to accommodate a routine for face-to-face PKH variation for specific
components based on attack direction. These modifications might include software changes
to compute the required component PKH as needed (i.e., only when the component is hit),
or to access a precomputed table of PK-'s for killing mass/velocity combinations developed
for individual attack directions. Certain homogeneous, symmetric components could still
utilize an average PKH (one number for all faces).

2. A point-burst model sensitivity analysis should be performed to determine just how
much variation in face-to-face component PKH is allowable. It might be established, for
example, that a variation of -- 20% in component face-to-face PKH might result in
acceptable variation in the output of a point-burst model. If so, then all components with
less than -±20% variation could be assigned their respective average PKH's. However,
components with more than ±-20/ PKH variation would be treated as being sensitive to
attack direction and would require PK-'s for each of their respective faces.

3. Until such time that methodology for determining face-to-face component PKH is
developed for use in the point-burst model, component PKH's generated by PKHDOC
should be scrutinized for misrepresentation in GENREG/MAXFIT curve fits and PKH step
functions* should be utilized as inputs to the point-burst model,.l

'Some later versions of the PKHXOC program include 2- and 4-step step-function values to reprewnt
the PKH's generated by PKHDOC. Although these 2- and 4-step step-functions do not account for
face-to-fac PKH variations, they may do a better job of representing the component average PKH
(average over six faces) than does the GENREG/MAXFIT cwnm combination.
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V. SENSITIVITY TO FRAGMENT SHAPE FACTOR

A. Method

In the PKHIDOC program, the shape of the fragment striking a component may play an
important part in determining the component's vulnerability. When a fragment strikes the
sensitive area of a critical component, the size of the hole it makes is compared with the
size of the evaluator's predicted "kill" hole. If the hole made by the striking fragment is
larger than that required for a kill, the sensitive area is killed and a PKH computed for the
component.

The present method for determining the size of the impacting fragment (and by
implication the hole size it produces) is given by the following equation:

A-K( /3 1)

where Af is the average presented area (inches 2) for random orientation of the fragment, K
is the fragment shape factor* (inches 2/grains 2/3) and M is the striking mass (grains) of the
fragment. Rearranging terms in equation 1 gives:

MI-[IK I (2)

and we see that for a specified Af to kill a sensitive area, the fragment striking mass
required to make this hole increases as the fragment shape factor (FSF) decreases. Thus,
if, for example, Af - 0.13 inches2 , then M - 69 grains for FSF - .0077 and M27
grains for FSF - .0145. Although a 27 grain fragment with FSF - .0145 can meet the
specified kill hole requirement (0.13 inches2), it is quite possible that for a given velocity it
will not be able to penetrate into the sensitive area. Fragment penetration is given by the
THOR equations below:

KS-MS-WIO ] 7N '11r 3 SecOa,€a, (3)

V,-Vj-iOP[tK)b2Mj' SCb.b 4
Fragment shape factor (FSF) is a function of both fragment geometry and material type. If equation I

is solved for FSF, i.e., K, the result is

K

But fragment mass, M, is given by p Vf where p is fragment mass density and Vf is fragment volume.
Therefore,

K- A

where Af and Vf vary with fragment geometry and p varies with fragment material type. In this report
the FSF's were derived for steel fragments (p - 1.988 x 103 grains/inches3 ).
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where

M- residual mass (grains)
N- striking mass (grains)

al-a5,bl-b5 - THOR constants (based on material type)
t - barrier thickness (inches)
V - fragment striking velocity (ft/sec)

- fragment residual velocity (ftec)
K - fragment shape factor (inches /grains ' )
9 - striking obliquity angle (degrees)

Thus in equation 4 it will be noted that the .0077 (smaller) FSF is a more efficient
penetrator when b2 is positive (as was the case for the materials of the component
investigated) in that there is less degradation to the striking velocity, V., resulting in a
larger residual velocity, Vr. (In the PKHDOC program, a minimum Vr of 300 ft/sec is
required before a penetration is assumed). Also, where there are several barriers and a2 is
positive, there is less degradation to striking mass, M (Le., less mass lost from the
fragment as it penetrates the barrier) for the smaller FAF (.0077), resulting in a larger
residual mass, Mr (i.e., more mass is available to make a hole in the sensitive area).
Therefore, a fragment's ability to kill a component is sensitive to FSP, this enters into the
calculation of component kill in two divergent ways. A fragment with a large FSF can
produce large holes (to meet kill requirement for large holes in the sensitive area), and one
with a small FSF is a more efficient penetrator (to get through the barriers and into the
sensitive area).

In order to quantify PKHDOC component variations in PKH as a function of variations
in FSF, the PKHDOC program was exercised for the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission
Oil Cooler for fragment velocities up to 5000 ft/sec and for the fragment masses given in
Table 2. The average PKH (over all six faces) for the component was computed for the
.0077 (spherical) and .0145 (random artillery fragment) shape factors. The PKH's were
also computed for each face of the component for both shape factors. The calculated
average PKH's, the PKH's from the curve fit routine (GENREG/MAXFIT combination),
and calculated PKH's for individual component faces for both shape factors were compared.
We also computed the minimum mass capable of killing each component face (penetrating a
sensitive area and making a hole sufcient to kill the sensitive area) at the optimum*
velocity less than or equal to 5000 ft/sec.

* When utilizing the THOR equations (equation 3 & 4) to determine fragment residual velocity and
residual mass (after penetrating a barrier), it is found that, in general, increasing fragment velocity
allows a fragment with smaller mass to successfully penetrate the barrier. Converely, decreasing
fragment velocity results in a larger fragment mass being required to achieve a successful penetration.

However, an "optimum" velocity (associated with a 'minimum" fragment mass) capable of
penetrating and killing the component results from some combinations of material type, multiple barier,
and kill hole requirement If the fragment velocity is increased beyond the optimum, the fragment mass
required for a successful kill also increases.

In this study a maximum fragment velocity of 5000 ft/sec was allowed, and the PKHD)C
program was used to compute the minimum mass capable of killing a component face at this optimum
velocity. Therefore, throughout this report, the optimum velocity is 5000 ft/sec unless otherwise stated.
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E. Rts

A comparison of the effects of FSF variations on component PKH as a function of
striking velocity for a given mass is presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a-q) the average
PKH step functions (average over six faces) are labeled ".0145 AVE" and ".0077 AVE."
The curve fits, derived for the specific indicated mass from the GENREG/MAXFIT
regression curve combination, as explained earlier, are labeled ".0145 CURVE." and ".0077
CURVE"

Figure 9f indicates that for a fragment with a mass of 5.0 grains and a velocity of 2500
ft/sec the average computed PKH is .15 for the .0077 FSF and .30 for the .0145 FSF. The
.0077 FSF curve gives a PKH of .44, and the .0145 curve gives a PKH of .39.

Figure 9n indicates that for a fragment with a mass of 20.0 grains and a velocity of 3200
ft/sec the average computed PKH is .95 for the .0077 FSF and .30 for the .0145 FSF. The
.0077 curve gives a PKH of .50, and the .0145 FSF curve gives a PKH of .48.

An inspection of the other plots in Figure 9 indicate results similar to those above. In
general, the average computed step function for PKH for this component exhibits
significant sensitivity to variation in FSF for many of the mass/velocity combinations
considered. However, the curves (see Figure 9) derived from the GENREG/MAXFIT
curve combination are not only poor representations of the average PKH step functions, but
also show very little sensitivity to variations in FSF (from .0077 to .0145).

A comparison of the effects of variations in FSF on the PKH of each component face as
a function of striking velocity for a given mass is presented in Figure 10. In Figure 10(a-p)
the PKH (computed step function) for each of the six component faces is identified by a
dashed line for the .0145 FSF and a solid line for the .0077 FSF. Each step function is
labeled by the corresponding component face number. Superimposed over these step
functions are the average PKH curves from Figure 9.

We showed earlier in this report that the averaging of this component's faces renders it
insensitive to attack direction. This is indicated again in Figure 10 when the curves for each
component face are compared with the step function PKH's.

In Figure 10(a-h) it can be seen that Face 1 is equally vulnerable to most mass (1.0 to
10.0 grain) and velocity (700 to 5000 ft/sec) combinations irrespective of shape factor. The
component data for Face 1 (Table 1) indicate that a kill is obtained by putting a very small
hole (0.09-inch diameter) in a very thin material (0.01 inch). However, Face 3 shows
much more sensitivity to FSF. The results in Figure 10(d-h) indicate that Face 3 can be
killed by a 4.0-gain fragment with a .0145 shape factor, but a fragment with a shape factor
of .0077 must have a mass of at least 10 grains in order to kill the sensitive area of this
face. The component data indicate that although Faces 1 and 3 have the same material
types'and thicknesses, the hole diameter required to kill the sensitive areas are different
(0.09-inch diameter for Face 1, 0.20-inch diameter for Face 3). Thus the larger shape
factor (.0145) can meet the size requirement for kill hole with a smaller fragment mass.
This means that if Face 3 of this component is exposed to a spall distribution with
maximum fragment mass of 5.0 grains, for example, then the face is not vulnerable to spa!l
with FSF - .0077, but is vulnerable to spall with FSF - .0145 (for a single fragment
impact).
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Fig. 10(m) - 20.0 Grains
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Fig. 10(o) - 60.0 Grains
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Figure 10c indicaes that a 5.0-pain fragment with the smaller FSF (.0077) achieves a
kill (at velocities greater than 3300 ft/sec) on Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6 whereas the larger FSF
(.0145) does not. As seen in Table 1, although the kill hole requirement is small (0.09-inch
diameter for one region on each face), the material is relatively thick (from 0.10 to 0.11
inch). Again, FSF has determined the vulnerability of the component faces. In this case, it
is the more efficient penetrator, the fragment with a .0077 (spherical) FSF, which achieves
the kill. Table 3 summarizes how FSF variations affect the vulnerability of each face of the
component by indicating the minimum mass capable of achieving a kill on the component
face with the optimum striking velocity (usually 5000 ft/sec). It is obvious that Face 1 is
the one most vulnerable to fragments with either shape factor.

TABLE 3. Minimum Mass Capable of Penetrating (and Killing) the
Sensitive Area of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil
Cooler at Optimum Striking Velocity (Usually 500OFt/Sec)

Fragment Minimum Mass (Grains) to Kill Component
Shape
Factor Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4 -Face 5 Face 6

.0145 0 .2 9 a 6.69 3 .19 b 6.69 5.98 5.98

.0077 0 .7 5 b 2 .11 c 8 24 d 2 .1 1c 1.21 1.21

a Optimum fragment velocity - 800 ft/sec
b Optimum fragment velocity - 500 ft/sec
c Optimum fragment velocity - 4300 ft/sec

Optimum fragment velocity - 400 ft/sec

Face 3 is the next most vulnerable face for the .0145 shape factor whereas Faces 5 ard 6 [
are more vulnerable for the .0077 FSF. Greater vulnerability means the face can be killed
by smaller fragment masses within the specified velocity range.

A summary of the PKH sensitivity of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler [
to shape factor for 3.0- and 20.0-grain fragments at 4000 ft/sec is provided in Tables 4 and
5. (This information has been extracted from Figure 9d and 9n). It will be noted in Table
4 that Face I is about equally vulnerable to 3.0-grain fragments of either shape factor but
that Faces 2-6 are not vulnerable to a 3.0-grain fragment with .0145 shape factor. In Table
5 large variations in PKH, due to FSF changes, will be noted for Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6. The
PKH's from the curve show only very little variation with changes in FSF.

It is evident that for many combinations of mass and velocity this component is very
sensitive to FSF when it is analyzed by individual faces. When a distribution of fragment
masses is specified, then the selection of a realistic shape factor is important in predicting
the vulnerability of the component.
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TABLE 4. Probability of Kill Given a Hit on the M48A1 Tank
Ensine/ransmission Oil Cooler by a 3.0-Grain
Fragment at 4000 Ft/Sec

Fragment Probability of Kill
Shape
Factor Curve Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4 Face 5 Face 6

.0145 .31 .94 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

.0077 .34 .93 .08 .08 .08 .08 .08

TABLE 5. Probability of Kill Given a Hit on the M48A1 Tank
Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler by a 20.0-Grain
Fragment at 4000 Ft/Sec

Fragment Probability of Kill
Shape
Factor Curve Face I Face2 Face3 Face4 Face5 Face6

.0145 .49 .96 .25 .94 .25 .25 .25

.0077 .51 .95 .96 .93 .96 .96 .96

C. Conchuisons

Although this was a limited study in which only one representative component was
sampled, the following conclusions have been reached.

1. Variation in component PKH, due to variations in FSF, can be considerable when
the vulnerability of a nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type component is analyzed by
individual faces. For example, in this analysis PKH's for an individual face varied from 0.0
to .92 for FSF variations of 88% (from .0077 to .0145). Accurate predictions of component
vulnerability are dependent, in part, on the selection of striking FSF's which are
representative of those which would be expected in the behind-armor debris.
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2. There was very little variation in the selected component's PKH's when vulnerability
was analyzed in the manner described, i.e., a single PKH (weighed average over all faces)
was derived from a curve relating fragment MV/A (momentum/average area) to PKI-. For
example, the PKH's generated by the GENREG/MAXFIT curve varied from .42 to .36 for
FSF variations of 88% (.0077 to .0145). Accurate selection of fragment shape factor does
not significantly improve the accuracy of current component "average" PKH's (for this
component) since greater inaccuracies are introduced by ignoring attack direction sensitivity
and by utilizing the current GENREG/MAXFIT curve fitting routines.

3. FSF enters into the determination of component kill in twu divergent ways. A
fragment with large FSF (e.g., .0145 for random, steel artillery fragments) can produce
large holes (to meet large kill hole requirements); however, they are not efficient at
penetrating barriers. A fragment with the same mass but a smaller FSF (e.g., .0077 for
spherical steel fragments) does not produce large holes, but is more efficient at penetrating
barriers.

D. Recomendations

The following recommendations are offered:

1. The use of curve fitting routines and face-to-face averaging of PKH's in the present
methodology should be eliminated since these mechanisms result in component PKH's
which are insensitive to variations in PSF.

2. Investigations should commence to determine the feasibility of incorporating in the
component vulnerability model and/or the point-burst model a mechanism for choosing
realistic, representative FSF's to be used in the calculation of component PKH-. If a point-
burst model were modified to calculate component PKH only as needed (i.e., only when the
component was hit by a computer-generated spall ray), then an FSF could be selected from
some distribution of FSF's to provide the variations that might be observed in actual
behind-armor debris.

VI. SENSITIVITY TO ENGINEERING JUDGMENTS

A. Methld

In the PKHDOC Program the component kill criterion (minimum hole size in sensitive
area required to kill the component), material thickness (thickness of material barriers
between the striking fragment and the component's sensitive area), and sensitive area (that
part of the total component which, if sufficiently damaged, will cause failure) are inputs
provided by the component evaluator.

The kill criterion is used in the PKHDOC program to determine whether or not a
particular fragment (with specific mass and shape factor) that has penetrated the sensitive
area has killed the component. The impacting fragment has an average area, Alr given by:

(5)

where K is the fragment shape factor and MS is the striking mass of the fragment. Af is
given by-(

At.AF (6)
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where d is the kill hole diameter specified by the component evaluator and r is the constant
pi. Combining equations 5 and 6 and reamaing terms gives:

l' -' "(7)

and we see that as the kill hole diameter, d, increases, the fragment striking mass, M ,
iIn Table 6 an example is given of variations in fragment area, At and striking
mass, M s, due to changes in kill hole diameter.

TABLE 6. Fragment Striking Mass (Ms ) Variations Due to
Changes in Kill Hole Diameter (d)

Area of Hole Mass Required
Hole Diameter with Diameter to make Hole

d d with Area Af
(inches) Af (inches 2 ) M s (grains)

0.25 0.05 6.2

0.50 0.20 49.8

0.75 0.44 168.2

(Note: FSF - .0145)

The material thickness of the component is used in the PKHDOC program as an input
to the THOR penetration equations to compute residual mass, Mr, and residual velocity,
V r 9 of the fragment. The equations* for Mr and V r are:

2a
N1KM-h% L'(jSe 3 J 9-Va (8)

Vrs-0-o, (] 21h Jsao (9)

*Nowe: Equatons and 9 are identical to equations 3 and 4 and are resmted here for convenience.
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whem

Mr - residual mass (grains)
- striking mass (grains)

al-a5 ,bi-b5  - THOR constants (based on material type)
t - barrier thickness (inches)
V - fragment striking velocity (ft/sec)

Sfragmet residual velocity (ft/3c)
K fragment shape factor (inches /grains )
9 - striking obliquity angle (degrees)

Equations 8 and 9 show that for a2 and b positive, (as they typically are), as the material
thickness, t, increases, the residual mass, art and residual velocity, Vr, decrease.

The sensitive area is used in the PKHDOC program in computing the probability of
killing the component given a hit. This probability is the ratio of the sensitive area, Ak,
(which has been penetrated by a fragment with mass suffiient to meet the kill hoe
requirement) to the total presented area of the component, Ap. In its simplest form* the
conditional kill probability is given by.

PK4- (10)

Since no probability is computed in the PKHDOC program until it has been determined that
a sensitive area has been penetrated with a "killing mass," PKH is actually the probability of
hitting a component sensitive area given that you have hit the component with a killing
mass. Ap is the physical measurement of each of the six faces of a particular component
(as projected on an enclosing box) and is independent of the damage mechanism being
considered. However, the size of Ak depends upon the mass and velocity of the impacting
fragment. For example, a fragment with a particular combination of mass and velocity may
be capable of penetrating (and killing) some portion (Akl) of the total sensitive area.
Increasing the velocity could result in the fragment (same mass) now being able to
penetrate (and kill) an additional sensitive area (An) of the same component. Thus, for
the increased velocity, the total sensitive area penetrated is the sum of Akl and Ak2 and

the PKH has increased from to AkAk The PKH will also increase if theth PI- asinresd ro Apt Ap

component evaluator increases the inputs for the sensitive area (presented areas remaining
constant).

In order to determine PKHDOC variations in PKH as a function of variations in kill
hole requirement (hole diameter), material thickness, and sensitive area, the PKHDOC
program was exercised on the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler for velocities
up to 5000 ft/sec and for the masses given in Table 2. The parameters of kill hole
requirement, material thickness, and sensitive area were varied by 500 and the average
PKH (over all six faces) was computed. The PKH's for each face were also computed for

* For a more comprehensive discussion of the PKHDOC methodology, see Armament Systems, Inc.,
Docaunvmtion of PK/ Compwer Prvgmm , Anaheim, CA, November 1974.



these variations in input. The calculated average PKH's, the PKH's from the curve fit
routines (GENREG/MAXFrT combination), and calculated PKH's for individual
component faces for the * 00% variations were wompared

B. Rowks

1. Vanations in Xill Hole Requrment: Table I shows that the required kill hole diameter
for the M48AI Tank Enginransmission Oil Cooler is either 0.09 or 0.20 inches for all
faces. The effects of varying these kill hole requirements by (:00%) on the fragment's
average area, Af, and striking mass, M., are presented in Table 7 where equations 6 and 7
were used to compute At. and Ms.

TABLE 7. Variation in Fragment Suiking Mass (M)
Due to Changes in Kil Hole Diameter (dI for the
M48A1 Tank Engirn/Transmission Oil Cooler

Area of Hole Mass Required
Hole Diameter with Diameter to make Hole

d d with AreaA
(inches) Af (inches 2  M 3 (grains)f

0.045 (-50%) 0.0016 0.04

0.090 (Baseline) 0.0064 0.29

0.135 (+50%) 0.0143 0.98

0.100 (-50%) 0.0079 0.40

0.200 (Baseline) 0.0314 3.19

0.300 (+50%) 0.0707 10.76

(Note: FSF - .0145)

The effects of *50% variations in the required minimum hole diameter on component
PKH as a function of the striking velocity of the fragment for a given mass are compared in
Figure 11. The *average PKH (average over six faces) step functions (from tabulated
data) for the baseline, 50% increase, and 50% decrease in required hole diameter are

0 Although PKHDOC was amcised for all input fragment masses in Table 2, results will be provide for
only those of 4.0, 10.0, 18.0, and 80.0 pains for the .045 FSF.
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labeled respectively, *NC,* "+50%", and "-50%." The corresponding GENREG/MAXFIT
combination curve fits evaluated for the specific masses indicated are labeled 'NC CURVE,*
"+50% CURVE," and "-50% CURVE," respectively.

As seen in Figure lIb, a 10-grain fragment with velocity of 3000 ft/sec has a component
PKH of .15 for +50% hole size, .30 for -50% hole size, and .30 for the baseline cawes. This
indicates that decreasing kill hole size for this component has no effect on PKH at this
fragment mass and velocity. The GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve fits give a PKH
of .40 for +50% hole size and .45 for -50% and baseline hole sizes. Figure 1l(a-d)
indicates that as the fragment mass increases, the :t50% variations in kill hole size produce
decreasing variations in PKH step functions and PKH curve fits. This results from the fact
that the kill holes required for this component are relatively small, and the larger fragment
masses are able to produce holes sufient to exceed even the increased requirements.

In Figure 12 variations in PKH step function are plotted for the individual faces of the
selected component. The PKH's for individual facrs are labeled with the appropriate face
number. Figure 12a shows that for velocities above 600 ft/sec Face 1 has a PKH of .92 for
the +50% variation and .95 for -50% variation. The baseline PKH (from Figure 2e) is .94
for this face. For Face 3, the PKH is 0.0 for the +50% case, and .95 for the -50% case.
The baseline PKH for Face 3 (from Figure 2e) is .92. A review of Figure 12(a-d) indicates
that increasing the size of the required kill hole by 50% makes Face 3 invulnerable to the
smaller masses.

The minimum mass capable of killing a particular face of the component is presented in
Table 8. As seen in this table, as the kill hole requirement is increased, the vulnerability of
Faces 1 and 3 decreases, i.e., larger fragment masses are required to kill these faces. When
Face 3 is compared with Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6, it can be seen that Face 3 is vulnerable to a
smaller fragment mass for the baseline, but requires a larger fragment mass for the +50%
kill hole requirement. Referring to Table 1, it will be noted that all faces except Face 3
have a sensitive area that requires only a 0.90-inch diameter hole to produce a kil Table 7
indicates that the mass required to meet the kill hole requirement (0.0143 inch ) for the
+50% case is 0.98 grains for Faces 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. From Table 8 it is apparent that Faces
2, 4, 5, and 6 require masses larger that 0.98 grains to produce a kill indicating that they are
"penetration limited" (i.e., they require a larger mass to meet the penetration requirements
due to the thickness of their barriers). However, Face 3 is "kill hole r~quirement limited"
(i.e., it requires a larger mass to meet the hole requirement, 0.0707 inch ).
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TABLE 8. Minimum Mass Capable of Penetrating (and Killi) the
Sensitive Area of the M48A1 Tank EnginemTnsmission Oil Cooler
at the Optimum Striking Velocity (5000 ft/sec)

Kill Hole Minimum Mass (Grains) Required to Kill Component
Diameter

Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4 Face 5 Face 6

+50% 0 .9 8 a 6.69 10 .7 6 b 6.69 5.98 5.98

Baseline 0.29c 6.69 3 . 19 d 6.69 5.98 5.98

-50% 0.04e  6.69 0.40 F  6.69 5.98 5.98

(Note: FSF - .0145)
a Optimum fragment velocity - 600 ft/sec
b Optimum fragment velocity - 400 ft/sec
c Optimum fragment velocity - 800 ft/sec
d Optimum fragment velocity - 500 ft/sec

e Optimum fragment velocity - 2000 ft/sec
Optimum fragment velocity -700 ft/sec

2. Variations in Material Ti'claesw Table 1 shows the material thicknesses for the
M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler to be 0.01 or 0.1 inch for all barriers.
Varying 0.01 by -50% results in barrier thicknesses from 0.005 to 0.0150 inch. Varying 0.1
by ±50% results in barrier thickneses from 0.05 to 0.15 inch.

The effects of ±50% variations in material thicknesses on component PKH as a function
of fragment striking velocity for a given mass are compared in Figure 13. The average FKH
(average over six faces) step function (from tabulated data) for the baseline, 50% increase
in material thickness, and 50% decrease in material thickness are labeled "NC, "+50%,"!
and "-50%," respectively. The corresponding GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve fits
evaluated for the specific masses indicated are labeled "NC CURVE," "+50% CURVE," and
"-50% CURVE," respectively.

In Figure 13b it will be noted that a 10-grain fragment with velocity of 3000 ft/sec
produces a step function PKH of .30 for the baseline thickness and + 50% variation, and .47
for the -50% variation. The GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve fits give PKH's of .45
for the baseline, .37 for the +50%, and .58 for the -50% variations. At a velocity of 4000

ft/sec, the effect of decreasing the material thickness is greater (the PKH goes to .93).
However, at velocities between 600 and 2300 ft/sec, ±50% variations in material thickness
do not change the step function PKH's from the baseline of .30. Similar variations in PKH
will be noted in Figure 13(a-d). In general, it will be noted that as the mass of the
impacting fragment is increased, the range of velocities at which ±50% variations produce
no change in step function PKH is decreased.
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In Figure 14 variations in PKH step function are plotted for the individual faces for four
masses. The PKH's for individual faces are labeled with the appropriate face number.
Comparing Figures 14a and 2e shows that Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6 become vulnerable to 4.0-
grain fragments when the material thickness is decreased by 50%. From comparing Figure
14b with Figure 2i it can be seen that increasing the material thickness by 50% causes
Faces 2. 4, 5,and 6 to become invulnerable to the 10-grain fragment. In general, increases
in material thickness can cause certain faces to become invulnerable to specific fragment
masses while decreases can cause the opposite effect. The summary in Table 9 shows the
minimum mass capable of killing a particular face of the component for :50% variations in
material thickness as well as for the baseline. For Faces 2, 4, 5, and 6, increasing the
material thickness decreases the component vulnerability (increases minimum mass
required), and decreasing it increases the component vulnerability (decreases the minimum
mass required). For Faces 1 and 3, :L±50% variations in the material thickness do not
change the minimum mass required to kill. This is because Faces 1 and 3 of this
component are kill hole size limited and changing the material thicknesses, which are 0.01
inch, by -50% has no effect on the minimum mass capable of killing these faces. Faces 2,
4, 5, and 6 are penetration limited; therefore, increasing material thickness increases the
minimum mass required to kill these faces. The faces affected by variations in material
thickness are not affected by variations in hole size and vice versa as seen by comparing
Tables 8 and 9.

TABLE 9. Minimum Mass Capable of Penetrating (and Killing) the
Sensitive Area of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler
at the Optimum Striking Velocity (5000 ft/sec)

Material Minimum Mass (Grains) Required to Kill Component
Thickness

Face I Face 2 Face 3 Face 4 Face 5 Face 6

+50% 0 .29 a 18.53 3.19 b  18.53 16.63 16.63

Baseline 0.29c 6.69 3 .19 d 6.69 5.98 5.98

-50% 0.29 d  1.17 3.19r 1.17 1.04 1.04

(Note: FSF - .0145)
bOptimum fragment velocity - 1100 ft/sec
bOptimum fragment velocity - 400 ft/secOptimum fragment velocity - 800 ft/sec
d Optimum fragment velocity - 500 ft/sec
d Optimum fragment velocity - 600 ft/sec

3. Variations in Sensitive Area: The sensitive areas of the M48AI Tank Engine/Transmission
Oil Cooler, shown in Table 1, were varied by ±50%. The resulting range, for use in
computing component PKH's, is shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10. Variations is Areas of the M48AI Tank
Es/Transmission Oil Cooler

Sensitive Area (SA) Presented Area (PA)
Face (sq inches) (sq inches)a

-50% Baseline +50M I

1 137.2 247.4 2 6 5 .7 b 265.7

2 67.4 134.8 202.2 419.1

2 134.8 269.6 404.4 419.1

3 123.7 247.4 2 6 5 .7 b 265.7

4 67.4 134.8 202.2 419.1

4 134.8 269.6 404.4 419.1

5 23.3 46.6 69.9 150.0

5 46.6 93.2 139.8 150.0

6 23.3 46.6 69.9 150.0

6 46.6 93.2 139.8 150.0

a ToW PA (at 0" Obliquity) - 1669.6 sq inches
b Increase in sensitive area limited to the value of the

presented area so that the SA/PA ratio is riot greater
than one.

A comparison of the effects of *50% variations in sensitive areas on component PKH
as a function of fragment striking velocity for a given mass is presented in Figure 15. The
average PKH (average over six faces) step function for the baseline, 50% increase, and 50%
decrease in sensitive area are labeled "NC," "+50%," and "-50%," respectively. The
corresponding GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve fits evaluated for the specific masses
indicated are labeled rNC CURVE," "+50% CURVE," and "-50%," respectively.

Figure 15b shows that a 10-grain fragment with a velocity of 3000 ft/sec produces a step
function PKH of .30 for the baseline (NC), .32 for the +19%, and .15 for the -50%
variations. The GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve fits give PKH's of .44 for the
baseline, .46 for the +50%, and .24 for the -50% variations. In l'tgure 15a, c, and d similar
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Fig. 15(a) - 4.0 Grains
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Figure 15. Probabilities of Kill (Given a Hit) as a Function of
Fragment Velocity and Mass for t50% Variations in
Sensitive Area of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission
Oil Cooler
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Fig. 15(c) - 18.0 Grains
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results are seen. In general, decreasing the sensitive area by 50% produces a significant
decrease in component PKH. Increasing the sensitive area causes very little or no increase
in PKH. Since the two most vulnerable faces (Faces I and 3) have high ratios of sensitive
area to presented area (SA/PA), increasing the sensitive areas by 50/0 produces very little
increase in PKH (by definition the ratio cannot be greater than one).

In Figure 16 variations in PKH step function are plotted for the individual faces of the
component for four masses and labeled with the appropriate face number. The baseline
case is not plotted here; however, there is very little difference between it and the +50%
case for the reasons discussed in the previous paragraph. As would be expected, the
individual faces of the component are readily affected by variations in sensitive area (Figure
16a-d). Decreases of 50% in sensitive area generally result in decreases in PKH of
approximately 50% for this component.

4. General: In Figures 11, 13, and 15 the effects on component PKH due to variations
in engineering judgments (i.e., kill hole requirement, material thickness, and sensitive area)
were plotted as functions of fragment velocity for various fragment masses. As mentioned
previously, the present method of analyzing component vulnerability utilizes some single
PKH (weighted average overall component faces) which is derived from the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve combination relating PKH to fragment momentum per average
fragment presented area. The GENREG/MAXFIT curve combinations are indicated by the

solid line labeled "--50 CURVE" and the dashed lines labeled "+50% CURVE" A
comparison of the relative shift between the +50% and -50% shows that the -t-50%
variations in material thickness and sensitive area result in significant variations in the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve PKH's, while there is very little variation in these for the ±50%
variations in kill hole requirement. Comparing Figures 13 and 15 it appears that ±50%
variations in material thickness produce variations in the GENREG/MAXFIT PKH's
slightly greater than those produced by the "50% variations in sensitive area.

In Figures 12, 13, and 15 the effects on the PKH's of each face of the component due
to :t50/ variations in the engineering judgments were plotted as functions of fragment
velocity for various fragment masses. The PKH's for each face are labeled by the
appropriate face number where dashed lines represent the +50% input variations and the
solid lines represent the -5096 input variations. The relative variation in PKH due to ±500
input variations are dependent upon the component geometry (face attacked), fragment
mass, and fragment velocity. A summary of this is given in Table 11 for three specific
combinations of these factors.
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Fig. 16(a) - 4.0 Grains
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Figure 16. Probabilities of Kill (Given a Hit) for Individual Faces
of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler as a
Function of Fragment Velocity and Mass for ±50% Variations
in Sensitive Area
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Fig. 16(c) - 18.0 Grains
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TABLE 11. PKH Variations Due to +5M Changes In Engineering
Judgments for Three Specific Cases (M48AI Tank
Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler)

Probability of Kill

CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
Engineering Variation 4.0 Grains at 80.0 Grains at 80.0 Grains at
Judgment 1500 ft/sec 3500 ft/sec 5000 ft/sec

impacting Impacting Impacting
Face3 Face5 Face2

Hole Diameter +50% 0.00 1.00 1.00

-50 .96 .99 1.00

Material Thickness +5(9 .92 .26 1.00

.50% .92 1.00 1.00

Sensitive Area +50% .98 1.00 1.00

-509b .46 .52 .50

(Note: FSF - .0145)

In case 1, the variation in kill hole requirement (diameter) produces the largest variation in
PKH; in case 2, the variation in material thickness produces the largest variation in PKH;
and in case 3, the variation in sensitive area produces the largest variation in PKH. Similar
results can be seen by comparing Figures 12, 14, and 16.

C. Conclusions

Although this was a limited study in which only one "representative" component was
sampled, the following conclusions have been reached

1. Varlkaonr in Kil Hole Reauaiemem

a. Variations in PKH due to *50 variation in kill hole diameter can be significant
when the vulnerability of a nonhomogeneous, nousymmetrical type component is analyzed
by individual faces. For example, varying the hole requirement by *50% for one face of
the M48AI Tank Engine/Trummission Oil Cooler results in a +237%/-87% variation (form
10.8 to 0.4 grains) in the minimum fragment mass capable of killing this face, and results in
variations in PKH values of from 0.0 to 0.94. In general, increasing the kill hole
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requirement makes the compont less vulnerable since larger masses am now required
(assuming also that the larger masses can still penetrate the barriers). Decreasing the kill
hole requirement generally has the opposite effect.

b. There is only modest variation in PKH when vulnerability is analyzed in the present
PKHDOC manner, i.e., some single PKH (weighted average over all faces) is derived from
a curve relating fragment MV/A (momentum/average area) to PKH for the entire specified
mass range. For example, varying the hole requirement by ±50% for this component
resulted in a maximum PKH variation of 36% (from .33 to .42), while the minimum
fragment mas capable of killing the component (if it were attacked on its most vulnerable
face) varied from 0.98 to 0.04 grains.

c. Accumate selection of the kill hole nrquitem does little to improve the accuracy of
PKH (for this component) sic greater inaccuracies are introduced by ignoring sensitivity
to attack direction and by using the current GENREG/MAXFIT curve fit routines. For
example, varying the kill hole requirement by *50% caused the PKH's derived from the
GENREG/MAXFT curve fit to vary from .50 to .56, while the PKH's for the component's
six individual faces actually ranged betwen .94 and 1.0.

2. Variations in Material Thicness

a. Variations in PKH due to *50% variations in barrier material thicknesses can be
significant when the vulnerability of a nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type component is
analyzed by individual faces. For example, varying the barrier thicknesses by -50% for
one face of the M48A1 Tank Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler results in a +177%/-82%
variation (from 18.5 to 1.2 grains) in the minimum fragment mass capable of killing this
face, and also results in PKH variations of from 0.0 to .98. In general, decreasing the
thickness of the barrier material by 50% makes the component more vulnerable since the
same fragment mass with a lower velocity may now penetrate the barrier, or a smaller
fragment mass with the same velocity may now penetrate the barrier (assuming that the
smaller mass is still large enough to meet the kill hole requirement). Increasing the
thickness, generally, has the opposite effect.

b. Variations of ±50% in the material thickness produce less significant variations in
PKH when vulnerability is analyzed in the present PKHDOC manner. Varying the material
thickness by ±50% results in a maximum PKH variation of from .30 to .60 while the
minimum fragment mass capable of killing this component was not affected and remained
at .29 grains.

c. It is apparent that the inaccuracies introduced by ignoring sensitivity to attack
direction and by using the current GENREG/MAXFIT curve fit routines are greater than
those caused by the ±50% variations in thickness of barrier material. For example,
variations in material thickness of ±50% caused the PK-'s derived from the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve fit PKH's to vary from .60 to .71, while the PKH's for the
component's six individual faces actually ranged between .98 and 1.0.

3. Variations in Sensitive Area

a. Variations in PKH due to ±50% variations in sensitive areas can be significant when
the vulnerability of a nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type component is analyzed by
individual faces. For example, varying the sensitive areas by ±50% for one face of the
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M48A1 Tank Enrine/Transmission Oil Cooler results in a maximum PKH variation of
108% (from .48 to 1.00). In general, decreasing the sensitive areas decreases the PKH (Le.,
decreases the probability of hitting the sensitive area). Ilcreasing the sensitive area
generally has the opposite effect.

b. Varying the sensitive area has no effect on the fragment masses or velocities required
to kill the component.

C. The effects of -50% variations of sensitive are produce less significant variations in
PKH when vulnerability is analyzed in the present PKHDOC manner. For example,
varying the sensitive areas by -50% for this component results in a maximum PKH
variation of 77% (from .18 to .32).

d. It is apparent that the inaccuracies introduced by ignoring sensitivity to attack
direction and by using the current GENREG/MAXFIT curve fit routines are greater than
those caused by the ±50% variations in sensitive area. For example, variations in sensitive
area of :50% caused the PKH's derived from the GENREG/MAXFRT curve fit to vary
from .30 to .49, while the PKH's for two of the component's six faces increased from .50 to
1.0 and the other four faces remained at 0.0.

4. General

a. For nonhomogeneous nonsymmetril type components analyzed in the preent
PKHDOC manner, material thickness and sensitive area are about equally important,
having a significant effect on PK- whereas, kill hole requirement has very little effect.
Therefore, in the present PKHDOC (GENREG/MAXFIT curve combination)
methodology, accurate representation of material thickness and sensitive area are much
more important than kill hole requirement.

b. In a face-to-face vulnerability analysis of a nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type
component, it is very difficult to conclude which engineering judgment has the greatest
effect on PKI-L All have signifiant impact on PKM; however, it VMs not possible to
determine which was the most important snu the relative effects of the variations produce
variations in PKH which differ from case to case (i.e., vary due to component geometry,
fragment velocity, and fragment mass). PKH variation appears to be a function of each
individual combination of component/fragment inputs.

D. Recommendations

The following recommendations are offered-

1. For a PKH methodology based on face-to-face variations, great care should be given
to the determination of kill hole requirements, material thicknesses, and sensitive areas as
large variations in these parameters result in large variations in the PKH's of the individual
faces of the component.

2. A sensitivity analysis of the point-burst model should be conducted in order to
determine how much component variation in the PKH is allowable. Them results could
then be used to determine the necessary accuracy of kill hole requirement, material
thickness, and sensitive areas.
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VII. SUMMARY

A necessary input for a detailed point-burst methodology for analytically estimating the
vulnerability of a target is a method of predicting the probability of rendering the
components nonfunctional (PKH) given that they are subjected to some damage
mechanism.

This study was conducted to investigate and quantify the sensitivity of component
PKH's to attack direction and variations in several inputs to component vulnerability
analysis, and to determine which of these inputs require detailed, accurate representation.

The Ballistic Research Laboratory's component vulnerability program (August 1978
version of PKHDOC) was utilized throughout this sensitivity study. The M48A1 Tank
Engine/Transmission Oil Cooler was selected as the test component because it is
representative of a typical nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical critical tank component.

Included in the study were:

1. A comparison of PKH's for individual faces of the test component with PKH's from
the current "average PKH" methodology (weighted average over all faces derived from a
curve relating component PKH to fragment momentum per average fragment presented
area, MV/A).

2. A comparison of the effects on test component PKH's resulting from variations in
fragment shape factor (from .0145 to .0077).

3. A comparison of the effects on test component PKH's resulting from ±50%
variations in kill hole requirements, material thicknesses, and sensitive areas.

Variations in fragment shape factor and kill hole requirement had relatively little effect
on test component PKH's computed by the current "MV/A curve fit" methodology.
Variations in material thicknesses and sensitive areas produced sinifmnt variations in test
component PKH's computed in this manner. However, the variations were most signihcanE
when PKH's thus computed were compared with those computed for individual faces of the
test component. The inaccuracies introduced by the current "face averaging" and "curve
fitting" routines far exceeded the inaccuracies introduced by variations in the other
parameters tested.

It was concluded that significant improvement in component PKH accuracy would be
realized by eliminating the present MV/A curve fitting routines and developing a PK
methodology for nonhomogeneous, nonsymmetrical type components that is sensitive to
attack direction (face-to-face).

Fragment shape factor, component kill hole requirement, component material thickness,
and sensitive area all had a signiftant effect on the face-to-face PKH's of the test
component. Therefore, when a component vulnerability model sensitive to attack direction
is implemented, the careful and accurate determination of these inputs will be necessary to
insure the accuracy of the PKH's. The required accuracy of these inputs should be
determined through sensitivity analyses of the point-burst (or component level) model.
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Definitions

TERM DEFINMION

AVE PKH weighted average over all com-
ponent faces

Average PKH weighted average PKH over all six
component faces

barriers functionally inert surfaces between the
outer surface of the component and its
sensitive area

BRL Ballistic Research Laboratory

component evaluator a vulnerability analyst who is concerned
with armored vehicle components

component face one of the six two-dimensional surfaces
on which one face of the three-
dimensional component has been pro-
Jeted

CURVE PKH plotted for a specific fragment

mass from values taken from the

GENREG/MAXFIT curve combination
for the component

curve fit GENREG/MAXFIT combination curve
fit

curve fit PKH component PKH for some given
mass/velocity as determined from the
GENREG/MAXFIT curve combination

FSF fragment shape factor

GENIREG computer program regression curve fit
(used in PKHDOC) which provides a
curve showing component PKH as a
function of fragment momentum per
avenge fragment presented area (See
also "PKH Step Function")

MEC&MID~G P&W B-



GENREG/MAXFIT curve GENREG and MAXFIT regression
combination curve fits utilized together to produce a

single curve to predict component PKH
as a function of fragment momentum
per average fragment presented area
(See also "PKH Step Function")

kill criteria (See kill requirement)

kill hole requirement (See kill requirement)

kill requirement the minimum circular hole size in the
component sensitive area required to
kill the component

MAXFIT computer program regression curve fit
(used in PKHDOC) which provides the
maximum component PKH attainable
for any fragment mass. MAXFIT is
used to limit the GENREG PKH values
(See also "PKH Step Function")

point burst methodology a method of analytically determining
the vulnerability of armored vehicles in
which the damage caused by behind-
armor debris and the main penetrator
are determined separately. (Each com-
ponent is considered separately in this
type of methodology.)

PKH probability of kill give a hit (also
PK/H )

PKHDOC computer program used at BRL to
determine the vulnerability of armored
vehicle components (specifically, an
August 1978 version of PKHDOC.)

PKH step furtion component PKH plotted, for a specific
mass, from tabulated data (These step
functions are developed by the
PKHDOC program and provide the
data from which the GENREG and
MAXFIT curves are developed. See
also "Tabulated Data.")
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Presented area total surface area of a three-
dimensional component as projected on
the six two-dimensional surfaces
representing the component faces

sensitive area that part of the presented area of a
component which is susceptible to
killing damage

tabulated date the component PKH step functions
generated by the PKHDOC program
(These step functions provide
component PKI, in discrete steps, as a
function of fragment mass and
velocity.)
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